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The multifaceted cultural development of the 21st century has posed numerous 
new questions upon the practice of literary translation, thus new perspective of 
translation is needed to satisfy new demands of new development in authors and the 
salience of cultural communication in texts. This thesis sets out to introduce the 
theorization of back translation into back translatability, and tries to expound its three 
different levels and their influence upon the process of translation. This thesis 
suggests that the degree of back translatability is closely related to the extent of 
cultural communication embedded in the process of translation, and the appropriate 
degree of back translatability would activate cultural communication in literal 
translation. In the third chapter, this thesis tries to put forward through the analysis of 
a concrete text, i.e. the Chinese Translation of Moment in Peking, both evaluative 
standard and reference factors from such a perspective, and to prove that referencing 
the appropriate degree of back translatability would not only help to realize 
faithfulness in literary translation, but also contribute to cultural communication. This 
thesis also aims to indicate that back translatability is not merely a feature of the 
particular translation practice of back translation. It can also be applied to serve as a 
useful and effective reference factor for literal translation. The future of literary 
translation should pay more attention to the embedded cultural communication in 
translation and the active role of literal translation in this aspect. But all propositions 
remain to be tentative, and need to be further examined and discussed. 
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Has it ever occurred to you that the message gets lost in the process of 
communication? Sound is accentuated when it goes through a loudspeaker, and light 
would focus when a prism is placed in its course. Language would also change 
slightly and even totally when it travels between different languages. It is such a 
change that almost all the fuss is about in the field of translation theory. Theoretical 
giants like Eugene A. Nida would talk about the functional equivalence; Peter 
Newmark differentiates between semantic translation and communicative translation, 
and Hans Vermeer tries to understand the change as a “Scopos” need, and all 
manipulation of translation should have a “Scopos” in translators’ mind. They all put 
forward their own theories of how the change should be shaped in the process of 
translation and all get their own logic to justify their own assumption, but the author 
of this thesis wants to ask another question, i.e. to what degree have these changes 
happened?  
In the process of translation, it would be usually the case for translator to come 
across sentences that need very little transformation, which is to say, the meaning 
and form of the original text can be easily translated into the target language, it is 
just a matter of decoding it in one language and encoding it in the other and the 
changes are merely caused by the bilingual nature of translation. But if this is all the 
problems translating could offer, then translator as a career might not exist at all for 
anyone who is bilingually competent can be justified to perform the role of a 
translator.  
Changes in the process of translation might come in many forms. Apart from 
the simplest form this thesis has mentioned above, the true difficulty of translating 
lies in the process of translation related with cultural communication. Broadly 
speaking, translation as a whole constitutes a part of cultural communication and is 















that translation has a cultural communication part, this thesis tries to differentiate 
between the part in which the text is merely functioning in its basic linguistic 
features and the part that advanced linguistic features like rhetoric and other cultural 
information participate in the text to bring out what the author tries to convey to 
readers. Such a differentiation is necessary for they represent two major levels of 
difficulties that translators come across in translation. Due to the process of 
globalization and its result of the mutual influencing relationship among different 
nationalities, languages are becoming closer to one another. Many newly generated 
lexical items can be found in almost every modern language like scientific terms, but 
the remnant content of language especially those culturally loaded terms are hard to 
be incorporated into another language through translation. So the assimilating 
process is not balanced in every section. Lexical items are much easier to be 
transplanted into another language but the communication of culture as the 
background of languages is faced with more difficulties. So this thesis put forward 
back translatability as a pattern to indicate how cultural communication can be 
different from the functioning of basic linguistic features in translation.  
Back translatability is all about the degree how a translation can be rendered 
back into the original text, and the preservation and discard of the elements in the 
original text would be the focus of this discussion. Preservation and discard of 
linguistic items and culturally loaded content are problems of different levels in 

















1.  Back Translation Theory 
The history of back translation could be traced back to ancient times, and its practice 
is said to be almost no later than that of translation in normal order, since a bilingual 
person, especially married woman from one language group into another one, would 
easily, though not adequately, perform the act of back translation, and gradually 
become experienced in it. According to Wang Zhengliang’s research (王正良, 2007: 18) 
over back translation, Xuanzang, a monk of the Tang Dynasty, carried out a series of 
back translation to reproduce Awakening of Faith in the Mahayana from Chinese 
into Sanskrit, for the original one in Sanskrit has been long lost and Xuanzang 
deemed it to be necessary to restore the completeness of Sanskrit literature by the 
back translation from existing translations in Chinese. If it is true, then it is the first 
written evidence of back translation to be formally carried out. And its significance 
was much greater by comparison to the Buddhist scripture translation in a normal 
order, for it provides us with a rather lively fossil of how the ancient translation 
theorist and practitioner dealt with back translation, and its peculiarities would 
certainly offer us a glimpse into the intercultural landscape at that time. But there 
also exist certain disputes from Robert E. Buswell that this so called translation was 
actually composed by Paramartha (499-569) himself or his students and thus 
discredited it from being the currently known earliest written practice of back 
translation(Buswell, 1990: 29). So the earliest one remains to be a mystery, and needs 
further investigation. But it should be also pointed out that, no matter whether 
Awakening of Faith in the Mahayana is originated in Chinese or Sanskrit, the true 
origin of this scripture was unknown to its back translator Xuanzang during his 
practice, otherwise he would not be tempted into back translating it. Thus, 
Xuanzang’s intention and strategy in his practice of back translation are authentic. 















investigated the possible or fake traces of the Sanskrit origin, and reflected them in 
his back translation. So this practice surely deserves a seat in the history of back 
translation, if not the first one. And painstaking research into it might as well lead to 
fruitful results. 
1.1  The Analysis of Current Definition of Back Translation 
Compared to the long history of back translation, its significance in translation 
practice and its place in translation studies have been rarely recognized. Not only 
most translators can hardly recognize its practical use and theoretical legitimacy, but 
most translation theorists aren’t ready to take into account the viability of extracting 
theoretical value and formula from back translation. The reason falls on the 
following ones: 
Firstly, both the understanding and definition of back translation are much too 
narrow. Most translation theorists and translators already obsess too much with 
translations in the normal order. They merely regard back translation as an 
unimportant sub branch of the vast corpus of translation practice. And few 
significant considerations are given to the potentiality of back translation. Searching 
the key word 回译 on cnki, one can only get about fifty related journal articles, a 
dozen postgraduate thesis and only one doctoral paper. The current understanding of 
back translation still needs to be expanded and deepened. 
Secondly, back translation is merely viewed from the angle of the textual 
relationship between the original text and translation, leaving out the analysis of 
cultural relationship (陈志杰、潘华凌, 2008). If back translation has been for any use in 
the whole community of translation, it is mainly used for examining the validity of a 
translation. Only a few theorists are sensitive enough to perceive the cultural 
influence of back translation, especially in the intertextual circumstance of the 
current world. 
So it is quite necessary to give a thorough and open definition to back 















bias and negligence. And it is only by a widened and deepened definition could we 
fully explore the possible potentiality of back translation. 
Back translation in its broad sense could be defined as the reproduction of the 
original through its variant which is presented in another medium. It aims to preserve 
to the largest extent the features of the original while experiencing a two-steps 
circular information transmission due to the convenience brought about by these 
transmissions.  Thus, examples could be elicited from numerous disciplines like 
exercises prescribed by teachers in Chinese course to reproduce classical Chinese 
text through its mandarin translation in order to enhance students’ understanding of 
the classical Chinese text and the language usage; the use of RNA in the process of 
genetic expression is another classical instance where RNA, a transcription of a 
sequence of base pairs in a DNA, is used to convey life message to other mechanism 
of cells and build proteins, in such a way, DNA can retains its integrity by keep off 
the actual process of protein manufacture. These relevant models of back translation 
actually illustrate that accuracy in these two-steps circular information transmissions 
is best preserved by rigidly pairing two equivalent or correspondent units between 
two media. Though the rigidity of equivalence or correspondence between two 
languages is often in question, we could still presume from the above that whenever 
possible, highly back translatable translation remains the optimum choice. But as 
accurate as DNA transcription is, the desired protein is still different from DNA. 
Back translation identical to the original text brings nothing back to the original 
language and culture. So from the point of view of cultural transmission, a naturally 
different back translation contributes to the diversity of the original culture. And the 
difference is all the focus on the cultural influence produced by back translation. So 
in this sense, the difference surfaces in back translation is not in the least way 
pejorative, and it is actually a natural occurrence like many representations existing 
in the Chinese culture. We can hardly judge its merits and drawbacks, but its effects 
upon us are salient. 
The definitions of back translation as a fixed term in translation studies vary 
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